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various textual issues regarding the English trans‐
lation.
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Part 4 (“Kant’s Geography of Reason: Reason

way of thinking and expressing ontological and
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thought, and investigates its intersection with geo‐

cussion to Kant’s thoughts on gender, arguing

graphical vocabulary and imagination. Jeff Mal‐
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to speak for many other contributors--objects to

Numerous other themes occur across the edi‐
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graphical lectures by suggesting that Kant’s geog‐

graphical and Enlightenment discourse are ex‐
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ing not only “the most highly biased ‘observa‐

cuss Kant’s intention behind his geography lec‐
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tures, and point to their propaedeutic and peda‐
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gogical purpose. Kant’s understanding of geogra‐
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rary--especially political--concerns, as Casey indi‐

plored; other examples are the relationship be‐

cates. Bernasconi proposes a wider interpretation
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of Kant’s racial thought in seeing it as part of
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the many discursive themes Kant engaged with in
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new perspective in the debate on whether Kant
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riously,” as Elden notes in the introduction, but

amending his teaching” and knowing about his

also a space for encounter between all seventeen

communication with “fellow philosopher-geogra‐

contributors (p. 10).

phers,” he indicates a gap in our understanding
regarding the making of geographical knowledge

In the end, Mendieta describes the edition as

in the eighteenth-century German-speaking world

“too early,” soon “obsolete,” and at the same time

more generally (p. 61). It is certainly unlikely (im‐

“‘scandalously’ late” (p. 364). Indeed, Reading

possible, Church argues) to fully reconstruct

Kant’s Geography appears before the English

Kant’s sources and his network of correspondents.

translation of Kant’s geography lectures and yet

More extensive engagement with Kant’s and other

almost two hundred years after Kant’s death. But

(German) scholars’ geographical thought, howev‐

will the edition truly become “obsolete” once the

er, might bring further valuable insight into the

English translation has been published? This is to

limits of our understanding of German and En‐
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and English texts, and perhaps even encourage
translations into other languages. With its range
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the textual and linguistic difficulties of Kant’s ge‐

,

ography, it should long serve as reference work-even beyond the appearance of the English trans‐
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late” engagement with Kant’s geographical work
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seems to arise from the fact that this neglect is not
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Immanuel&#160;

work on Kant’s philosophy and to his anthropolo‐

[1]

gy lectures. The reasons for this relative “late‐
ness” are probably many. The noted textual is‐
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sues, especially the lack of a publication by Kant

articles

himself, and the previous absence of a translation

one that&#160;

are partial explanations: the historical develop‐
ment of geography as a discipline and its late in‐
stitutionalization might be others, as Church ar‐

[2]

gues. And yet this “lateness” also touches on
wider issues: it illustrates time gaps regarding

s

(academic) interest and research agendas be‐
tween different (language) spaces. Insights on

s

whether the case of Kant’s geography lectures is

that

an exception or an indication for more neglected

Bernasconi,&#160;

cases can only--and hopefully will--be revealed by

Stark,&#160;

more research. When Withers argues that a better
evaluation of Kant’s role in Enlightenment geo‐

[
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]
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